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Over 283 color images of vintage movie posters include the extremely rare drive-in theater posters

are featured along with the more common one-sheet size. These posters, often very different from

the standard posters, were printed in smaller numbers, adding to their interest and value. Auction

results from 1989-the present, and other pricing information make this a useful tool for collectors of

posters who are trying to make informed purchasing decisions.
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This is a beautifully printed and exquisitely photographed must have book for anyone interested in

classic movie posters. The author provides an insightful primer about movie posters and gives lots

of auction results for the rarest of posters. It's a useful reference that I enjoy owning.

Illustrated with full-color photography of astoundingly rare movie posters on practically every page,

The World's Rarest Movie Posters lives up to its title as a vivid catalogue of rare and remarkable

pop culture treasures. Each poster's entry features a flawless photographic representation of the

poster, and detailed buying information - the number of that poster known to exist (and some of the

posters are the only known ones of their kind left), the highest price that poster has been known to

sell for on auction, and more. Aside from a brief introduction, The World's Rarest Movie Posters is

wholly devoted to serving as a visual reference and price guide of these fragile mementos. An

excellent choice not only for serious collectors, but also for anyone interested in paging through an



exquisite photographic rendition of rare movie posters for a very modest price.

The book covers all the classics. I like looking at the book and finding movies I haven't seen.

Why buy a book when other sources are 'free'. I would be suspicious about the authenticity of any

posters being sold by this author. BUYER BEWARE!
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